
EXORCIST 
A demon slaying hunter. 

Special Abilities 

 

 Armored Life Force. Your mind and spirit are armored against demonic influence, protected from hypnosis  
and intimidation and other supernatural effects. You cannot be possessed, or supernaturally controlled 
(though normal seduction and persuasion can work fine.) Count as a level of armor against supernatural 
attack. Clear 1 stress when rolling a critical when clashing with a supernatural force. 
 

 Chilling. Your preparation and the supernatural terrors you have faced have hardened you; your experiences 
aid you as a fine item for purposes of intimidation or resisting intimidation or supernatural fear effects. 
 

 Cleanse. If a demon or ghost has possessed a target, assign a clock to the possession. You can drive the 
supernatural force out, but you must roll successes to fill the clock, and you take 1 stress per segment cleared. 
Stubborn spirits or possessing demons may resist by refilling one segment a round. Minor demons are 2 
segment clocks, normal demons a 4 segment clock, expert specialists a 6 segment clock, and so on. 
 

 Inner Strength. Spending 8-12 hours in prayer, meditation, and fasting can clear 1 stress per day. Resisting 
consequences from supernatural attacks, spending stress means avoiding all negative consequences even if 
you would normally only reduce the consequences. 
 

 Lore. You have memorized whole books of exorcisms, historical reports of demon clashes, rosters of demons 
that are known to have visited Duskwall, and leviathan lore. Add +1d to related rolls. Occult libraries are often 
employed to add potency by referring to the books and scrolls. 
 

 Piercing. If you can Attune to a demon’s energy while within 30 feet, your unarmed, melee, ranged, and social 
attacks ignore the demon’s infernal advantages (but only yours.)  
 

 Rebuke. Attune to a demon, then compel it to cease aggression, and if you desire, retreat. Your technique and 
success set the shape and duration and commitment to the retreat. If the rebuke fails, the demon will strike 
with all its advantages in your overextended weakness. 

 

 Sense Infernal. You automatically identify any traces of infernal energy clinging to those you meet, and know 
the nature of a demon on sight. You can track demon energy, and if there are no signs, orient on it using 
Attune if nothing else will work. Depending on the strength and time frame, you can sense a demon up to a 
couple miles away. 

 

 Veteran. Take a special ability from another playbook. 
 

Hunter Friends 

 Daratch, devout priest. 

 Harval, flagellating zealot. 

 Mourad, beggar informant. 

 Satelli, custom outfitter. 

 Nurelt, appreciative noble. 

 Kaldoria, grim inspector. 

Items 
0 Fine rune-etched gauntlet. 
0 Etched iron and silver dagger. 
0 Fine exorcism prayerbook. 
0 Fine cremated saint. 
0 Fine demonbane charm. 
0 Manacles and chains. 

Player Advancement 
 

 Destroy a supernatural creature. 

 Withstand a supernatural attack. 

 Learn more about the foe’s nature. 

 Save an innocent from corruption. 
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